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Abstract. Visualization of whole brain activity during epileptic seizures is essential for both fundamental
research into the disease mechanisms and the development of efficient treatment strategies. It has been pre-
viously discussed that pathological synchronization originating from cortical areas may reinforce backpropagat-
ing signaling from the thalamic neurons, leading to massive seizures through enhancement of high frequency
neural activity in the thalamocortical loop. However, the study of deep brain neural activity is challenging with
the existing functional neuroimaging methods due to lack of adequate spatiotemporal resolution or otherwise
insufficient penetration into subcortical areas. To investigate the role of thalamocortical activity during epileptic
seizures, we developed a new functional neuroimaging framework based on spatiotemporal correlation of
volumetric optoacoustic hemodynamic responses with the concurrent electroencephalogram recordings and
anatomical brain landmarks. The method is shown to be capable of accurate three-dimensional mapping of
the onset, spread, and termination of the epileptiform events in a 4-aminopyridine acute model of focal epilepsy.
Our study is the first to demonstrate entirely noninvasive real-time visualization of synchronized epileptic foci in
the whole mouse brain, including the neocortex and subcortical structures, thus opening new vistas in systematic
studies toward the understanding of brain signaling and the origins of neurological disorders. © 2016 Society of Photo-

Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.NPh.4.1.011007]
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1 Introduction
Epilepsy is a neurological disorder resulting from abnormal
neural synchronization that causes recurring seizures spreading
across both cortical and subcortical brain areas. More than 1% of
the world population experiences this condition at least once in
a lifetime.1 Epileptic seizures are clearly recognizable on
electroencephalogram (EEG) recordings as they are usually
accompanied by bilateral 3 to 4 Hz spike–wave discharges
(SWDs). However, the underlying neural mechanisms of the
seizures are not yet fully understood. It is well recognized
that SWDs are generated by the synchronized activity in the
thalamocortical loop since neither the neocortex nor different
nuclei of the thalamus (TA) alone can sustain them.2 To this
end, accurate localization of the onset, spread, and termination
of the epileptic seizures can greatly impact the advancement of
efficient therapies.

Imaging techniques play a fundamental role in the under-
standing of abnormal epileptic activity in both preclinical mod-
els and clinical studies.3,4 Noninvasive imaging modalities, such
as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)4 or diffusion
optical tomography,5 are capable of whole brain visualization of
functional brain activity. However, they lack the spatial and/or

temporal resolution for accurate characterization of the seizure
dynamics. Other optical methodologies have further been used
to localize cerebral cortex activity in vivo,6 yet it remains
challenging to apply those methods to visualize subcortical
brain structures involved into the epileptic process. Recently,
miniature endoscopic probes have offered a potential alternative
for imaging deep brain areas not accessible by intravital
microscopy.7 Yet, those approaches are only capable of simul-
taneous recordings from very limited areas while their inherent
invasiveness may further alter the brain activity.

The vast growth in the development and application of
optoacoustic imaging techniques has recently offered a viable
alternative for high resolution deep brain observations. In
contrast to optical microscopy and tomography techniques,
whose penetration and resolution are severely hampered by
strong light scattering in living tissues, optoacoustics is based
on a direct transduction of light energy into ultrasonic waves,
thus it enables mapping optical absorption with ultrasonic res-
olution not affected by light diffusion. The rich and spectrally
distinctive hemoglobin-based optoacoustic contrast has resulted
in a remarkable performance in label-free visualization of tissue
hemodynamics,6,8 stimulus-induced function, and brain metabo-
lism.9,10 Furthermore, by detecting spectroscopic changes in
genetically encoded calcium indicators, functional optoacoustic
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neurotomography has shown promise for direct monitoring of
fast neural activity.11 To this end, optoacoustic microscopy
and tomography have been successfully employed to monitor
brain hemodynamic responses due to electrical stimulation9,12

and superficial seizure activity in mice.13–15 Real-time opto-
acoustic imaging of two-dimensional (2-D) cross-sections
through the whole mouse brain is further possible with systems
based on arrays of cylindrically focused transducers.16,17 How-
ever, efficient real-time volumetric optoacoustic visualization of
epileptic seizures has not yet been achieved due to insufficient
spatiotemporal resolution in three-dimensions (3-D) and lack of
fast whole-brain imaging capacity.

In the current study, we devised a new multimodal functional
neuroimaging framework based on temporal correlation
between the whole-brain functional hemodynamic responses
imaged by real-time volumetric optoacoustics and electro-
physiological recordings. The ability of the suggested approach
to non-invasively visualize real-time thalamo-cortical activity is
investigated by inducing epileptic seizures by intracranial
injection of 4-aminopyridine (4-AP) into the mouse neocortex.

2 Methods

2.1 Animal Preparation

Eight- to twelve-week-old female athymic nude-Foxn1nu mice
(Harlan Laboratories LTD, Itingen, Switzerland) were used
in our in vivo experiments, which were performed in full com-
pliance with the institutional guidelines of the Institute for
Biological and Medical Imaging and with approval from the
Government District of Upper Bavaria. The animals were anes-
thetized with isoflurane (2.5% v∕v for induction and surgery)
in 100% O2 and fixed into a custom designed stereotactic
mouse head holder (Narishige International Limited, London,
United Kingdom) to avoid head motion. They were sub-
sequently placed into a robot stereotactic drill and injection
system (Neurostar, Tuebingen, Germany), where the scalp was
removed. During all surgical procedures, hemostatic sponges
(Gelfoam®, Pfizer Pharmaceutical) were used along with a top-
ical application of adrenaline to minimize bleeding.18 Next, two
small holes were drilled into the skull, one posterior and one
laterally, by using a handheld surgical drill (Ideal Micro-Drill,
Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, Massachusetts). Two stainless
steel screw electrodes were then implanted for the EEG record-
ings (Fig. 1). An additional (smaller) hole for intracranial injec-
tion was drilled laterally to the superior sagittal sinus (SSS) and
on the same side, where the EEG screws were located. During
the experiments, physiologic parameters—including blood oxy-
genation, heart rate, and body temperature—were continuously
tracked using the PhysioSuite physiological monitor (Kent
Scientific, Torrington, Connecticut). The body temperature was
kept constant using a rectal thermometer and a feedback-con-
trolled heating pad (PhysioSuite, Kent Scientific, Torrington,
Connecticut), while the animals were maintained under iso-
flurane anesthesia with 1.0% to 1.5% v∕v in 100% O2 with
a flow rate of ∼0.7 L∕min. The EEG signal was recorded by
means of an AC/DC differential amplifier (Model 1700, A-M
Systems, Sequim, Washington) and digitized at 1000 samples
per second with a PC-embedded A/D converter (Model
ATS9351, Alazar Technologies Inc., Pointe-Claire, Quebec,
Canada).

2.2 Epilepsy Model

The potassium channel blocker 4-AP model of epileptic seizures
has been shown to allow for reproducible studies of abnormal
neural synchronization using different electrophysiological and
imaging methods.19,20 4-AP inhibits the Kþ outward current,
which, in turn, causes prolongation of action potentials and
abnormal neural synchronization.19 This model can generate
focal seizures lasting up to hundreds of seconds with interictal
periods of minutes for a duration of several hours.15 In contrast
to generalized models of epilepsy, which lead to a more wide-
spread (global) activation in the entire brain,13 the 4-AP model
allows better characterization of the onset and spread of local-
ized epileptic seizures. In our study, 0.6 μL of 25 mM 4-AP
dissolved in artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) were injected
intracranially by a robot injection system (Neurostar, Tuebingen,
Germany) using a 15 to 25 μm diameter glass microcapillary.
Injections were made ∼0.5 mm below the dura mater surface
into the neocortex. As control, the vehicle ACSF was injected
in the same way. After injection, the animal with the mounted
head holder was transferred into the imaging setup.

2.3 Optoacoustic Tomography System

The general methodology for real-time acquisition of multi-
spectral volumetric optoacoustic data has been described
elsewhere.8,21,22 In brief, optoacoustic signals were excited using
a nanosecond-pulsed optical parametric oscillator laser source
(SpitLight, Innolas Laser GmbH, Krailling, Germany). The laser
can be operated with up to 100-Hz pulse repetition frequency and
provides a unique fast tuning capability allowing for switching
the illumination wavelength on a per-pulse basis within the entire
near-infrared spectrum (690 to 950 nm). The excitation light was
guided to the mouse head using a custom-made fiber bundle
(CeramOptec, Bonn, Germany), which delivers a ∼10-mm diam-
eter Gaussian illumination profile at the skull surface. The per-
pulse energy at the fiber output was kept below 15 mJ. The
generated optoacoustic responses were collected at different
locations around the imaged volume by means of a custom-
made 256-element spherical matrix detection array (Imasonic
SaS, Voray, France) and simultaneously digitized with a cus-
tom-made parallel data acquisition system (Falkenstein
Mikrosysteme GmbH, Taufkirchen, Germany). In the experi-
ments, image data at five excitation wavelengths (700, 730,
750, 800, and 850 nm) were acquired. Data acquisition was con-
trolled through a host PC using a custom-designed MATLAB®-
based graphical user interface (Version 2013a, Mathworks Inc.,
Natick, Massachusetts).

2.4 Data Processing and Image Reconstruction

The data acquisition and processing pipeline is summarized in
Fig. 1. The acquired optoacoustic signals were first deconvolved
with the impulse response function of the array detection ele-
ments to account for their limited detection bandwidth. The sig-
nals were subsequently bandpass filtered using a Butterworth
frequency filter between 0.1 and 6 MHz to remove low frequency
drifts as well as high frequency noise. Optoacoustic image recon-
struction was then performed on a Cartesian grid by means of a
GPU-based implementation of a filtered backprojection algo-
rithm23,24 for every wavelength using a volumetric image grid
of 100 × 100 × 100 voxels. Intensity variations due to fluctua-
tions in the laser energy were compensated by normalizing
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every reconstructed volume with the average optoacoustic signal
recorded from a small rod-shaped absorber positioned between
the fiber outlet and the mouse head.

2.5 Motion Correction

Breathing and spastic motion of the mouse may adversely
affect the accuracy of unmixing algorithms in multispectral
optoacoustic tomography.25 Herein, the relative motion between
optoacoustic images acquired at five different wavelengths was
accounted for by implementation of a dedicated motion correc-
tion framework. For the first multispectral dataset, the recon-
structed image volume at 800 nm was selected as a reference
while the images at the remaining wavelengths were reoriented
to match their position and orientation using 3-D rigid-body
transformations. The motion-corrected frames for each wave-
length were then used as references for all subsequent frames
acquired at the same wavelengths. Volumetric co-registration
was implemented in MATLAB® 2013a using the available
affine transformation package. The necessary parameters were

estimated using the “imregtform” function with the search space
limited to linear translations and rotations only.

2.6 Spectral Unmixing

The 3-D maps representing the spatial distribution of oxygen-
ated and deoxygenated hemoglobin were calculated for every
time instant using the motion corrected volumes of every set of
wavelengths assuming a linear mixing model.26 Specifically, for
every voxel ðx; y; zÞ and time instant t, the reconstructed optical
absorption value at each wavelength Ij was modeled as a linear
superposition of oxygenated (HbO) and deoxygenated hemo-
globin (HbR) as well as additional noise term N, i.e.,
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The extinction coefficients ϵ correspond to the known absorp-
tion spectra for oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin,

Fig. 1 Real-time volumetric imaging of hemodynamic changes in the brain, concurrent EEG readings
and temporal correlation processing pipeline. (1) Epileptic seizures are induced by intracranial injection of
4-AP into the neocortex of the mouse brain (green solid arrow). The outline of the mouse brain is indi-
cated with two major vasculature features (SSS: superior sagittal sinus, CS: confluence of sinuses). EEG
is recorded through screw-type electrodes implanted into the skull as indicated (black circles).
Optoacoustic (OA) signals are generated by pulsed laser excitation and detected by means of a volu-
metric imaging array. (2) Multispectral optoacoustic three-dimensional (3-D) images are first recon-
structed for each wavelength and time-point. (3) To compensate for breathing and spastic motion,
linear and rotational affine transformations are implemented for each reconstructed frame. (4) Next, spec-
tral unmixing is performed using the known absorption spectra of oxygenized (HbO) and deoxygenized
(HbR) hemoglobin, generating 3-D maps representing their spatial distribution. (5) These maps are
then coregistered to standardized brain atlases representing the average vascular morphology of the
mouse brain as well as the spatial sectioning of known brain regions. (6) After applying a Gaussian filter
for spatial smoothing of the maps, (7) temporal correlation between the real-time 3-D hemodynamic opto-
acoustic responses and the concurrent EEG-readings is performed. (8) By this, hemodynamic changes
representing neural activity can be localized by fitting the optoacoustic hemodynamic response function to
the time trace of each voxel. The performed coregistration allows then to identify active regions of the brain.
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while a constant arbitrary value was assumed for the noise
channel. The intensity values of HbO, HbR, and N were then
retrieved by calculating the Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse of
the extinction coefficient matrix. Note that the linear unmixing
approach may suffer from inaccuracies due to wavelength-
dependent light attenuation thus generating quantitative errors
when it comes to estimating the spatial distribution of oxygen-
ated and deoxygenated hemoglobin, especially in deep tissues.27

However, we are primarily interested in the relative temporal
dynamics of the oxygenation profiles and the corresponding
delays in the thalamocortical loops, which are not affected
by the quantitative errors in estimating the chromophore
concentrations.

2.7 Anatomical Image Registration

The imaging system used in the current study provides true 3-D
information, which readily allows for coregistration with known
mouse brain atlases. This is in contrast to cross-sectional opto-
acoustic tomographic imaging systems that have been previous
employed for imaging the brains of rodents, which suffer from
out-of-plane artifacts and highly anisotropic resolution, espe-
cially in the depth dimension.16,17 The unmixed HbO and
HbR maps were coregistered with two standardized brain atlases
representing the average vascular morphology in a mouse
brain28 and the spatial sectioning of the known mouse brain
regions,29,30 respectively, both of which are available online
(Ref. 31). First, fiducial markers were estimated manually for
a single imaging frame using known well-resolved structures
of the brain atlas as well as dominant vasculature features in
the reconstructed optoacoustic volumes, which were all visible
parts of the SSS, the confluence of sinuses, the longitudinal
hippocampal vein descending from the confluence, and both
transverse sinuses connected to the confluence. The estimated
coregistration parameters for isotropic scaling, rotation, and
translation were then used to automatically coregister all
remaining frames in the time series using the standard affine
transformation package available in MATLAB® 2013a.

2.8 Localization of Epileptic Activity

Finally, active voxels were identified in the coregistered oxy-
genation maps by Gaussian modeling of an optoacoustic hemo-
dynamic response function (OHRF) for both the HbO and HbR
channels. Much like the blood oxygenation level dependent
(BOLD) response in fMRI data, the OHRF is affected by
changes in blood flow, more specifically by the associated
changes in blood volume and hemoglobin concentration, and
by changes in oxygen saturation corresponding to oxygen con-
sumption. However, since the origin as well as the underlying
physiological and biophysical background of the optoacoustic
signals are fundamentally different from the MR responses,
the OHRF model is not based on the well-established models
for the BOLD signal. Instead, similar to hemodynamic response
functions that are used for the analysis of fMRI data,32 we
devised the OHRF to identify thalamocortical activity from
empirical findings of the current study for voxels, where hemo-
dynamic changes associated with neuronal activation were iden-
tified (Fig. 2). Assuming that the temporal response of every
voxel TðtÞ can be modeled with independent characteristic
onset and offset time constants for neuronal activity, one may
express it as
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where ΘðtÞ is the Heaviside step-function. Specifically, it was
found that the shape of the OHRF in either the HbO or the HbR
channel can be approximated by Eq. (2), where τ coincides with
the termination time of the seizure activity in the EEG; δ and γ
represent the characteristic time constants of the rising and
declining portions of the signal, respectively. The model was
independently fitted to the time trace of each voxel and voxels
were defined to be active if their corresponding parameters
obeyed empirically derived constraints. Specifically, it was
found that consistent results were obtained by constraining
the relative change in amplitude α to be at least 15% of the fitted
value for the offset. Signal traces were further constrained by
rejecting signals with root mean square error ε of the fit larger
than an empirically derived threshold. Also, potential false pos-
itives were suppressed by assigning voxels as active only if their
corresponding fitted value for the termination time τ and the
duration of the seizure δ lay within the seizure activity window
as measured by the EEG. Before the fitting was performed,
volumetric maps representing the spatial distribution of HbO
and HbR at every individual time instant were smoothed by
applying a Gaussian filter with a sigma of two voxels.

3 Results
Experiments were performed with anaesthetized animals
placed under the volumetric optoacoustic tomography array.
Generation of optoacoustic signals33 was done by directing
an unfocused beam of short-pulsed laser light in the near-infra-
red spectral region onto the mouse head. Real-time volumetric
imaging of hemodynamic changes in the brain was performed
by spectral unmixing of the reconstructed optoacoustic volumes
at five different wavelengths in the near-infrared (see Fig. 1 and
Sec. 2 for details of the signal acquisition and processing
pipeline).

Fig. 2 Model employed in this study to identify active voxels. (a) EEG
as it was measured during one of the experiments—periods of
epileptic seizures can clearly be discerned (gray area) from back-
ground neuronal activity. (b) The optoacoustic hemodynamic
responses were modeled with the following function: T ðtÞ ¼
α fΘðt − τÞexp½−ðt − τ∕γÞ2� þ Θðτ − tÞ exp½−ðt − τ∕δÞ2�g þOffset.
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The particular advantage of our method is its unique ability
to assess real-time changes in both oxygenized (HbO) and
deoxygenized (HbR) hemoglobin in single voxels across the
entire mouse brain. In experimental results, presented in Fig. 3,
voxels in and around the injection site of 4-AP, i.e., the main
epileptic focus, show concomitant increase and decline in HbO
and HbR [traces 1 and 2 in Figs. 3(a), 3(b), and 3(d)], respec-
tively, together with elevated EEG activity [Fig. 3(c)]. Note that
the hemodynamic optoacoustic responses persist longer, as was
previously observed with optical methods.19 Significant increase
in total hemoglobin (HbT) levels has further accompanied the
hemodynamic changes in the focal area [Fig. 3(e)], most likely
due to an increase in blood flow in the activated brain regions.
Notably, analysis of voxels in the contralateral brain hemisphere
at similar depths (traces 3 and 4) showed neither changes in HbO
nor in HbR. However, a significant hemodynamic response was
observed in the major draining vein, namely the SSS (Fig. 3,

traces 6 and 7). The delayed onset of these changes in voxel
6 and the absence of fluctuations in voxels 5 and 12 (located
in the confluence of sinuses and the longitudinal hippocampal
vein, respectively) may suggest a link to the recently reported
bidirectional flow effect in the SSS.34 Analysis of deeper regions
at anterior locations to the 4-AP injection site (traces 8 and 9)
revealed no measurable changes, thus showing the final extent
of the activated area in the cortex. On the other hand, similar
analysis in the TA area demonstrated clear hemodynamic pat-
terns temporally correlating with the EEG, although having gen-
erally lower magnitude as compared to the cortical activation
areas (trace 10). It is important to notice that the activity inside
the TA occurred at a later point with respect to the seizure-onset
zone (traces 1 and 2), while neural activity inside the TA was
arguably not visible in the EEG traces. Much like for the super-
ficial cortical regions, no hemodynamic changes inside the con-
tralateral side of the TA were detected (trace 11).

Fig. 3 Single voxel analysis of hemodynamic changes during epileptic seizures in two independent
experiments (Mouse 1 and 2). (a and f) Maximum intensity projection (MIP) along the depth direction
of HbO distribution in the mouse brain. Analyzed voxels are indicated and correspond to plotted time
traces in (d and i). Colored outlines specify the location of brain regions (TA, gray: thalamus; PC, purple:
parietal cortex; FL, green: frontal lobe). (b and g) Coronal MIP view of (a and f). (c and h) EEG. (d and
i) Time traces of HbO (in red) and HbR (in blue) in the voxels shown in (a and f) and (b and g) are plotted.
Gray boxes indicate the length of the seizure-associated neural activity as seen in the EEG. Dotted gray
lines indicate averaged baseline and �50% relative changes for each curve. (e and j) Total hemoglobin
(HbT) was calculated from the signal intensities of HbO and HbR as HbT ¼ HbOþ HbR. HbT curves are
only plotted for voxels with changes bigger than the background noise. The analyzed regions encompass
the side of the brain, where 4-AP was injected and respective voxels in the contralateral (cl) side of the
brain and inside major draining veins: Injection site (1 and 2) and (cl: 3, 4); superior sagittal sinus (6, 7);
confluence of sinuses (5); longitudinal hippocampal vein (12); voxels anterior to the injection site (8, cl: 9);
thalamus (10, cl: 11).
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In general, analysis of the other epileptiform events always
revealed a high level of temporal correlation between the hemo-
dynamic optoacoustic responses and the main surge of activa-
tion recognized in the EEG traces. Similar results from an
independent experiment are shown in Figs. 3(f)–3(j). Strong
hemodynamic responses in both HbO and HbR were again
observed in the main epileptic focus together with EEG activity
[traces 1 and 2 in Figs. 3(f)–3(i)]. This was again accompanied
by changes in the major veins, however, mainly in HbO
(traces 5, 6, and 12) together with increases in HbT [Fig. 3(j)].
Notably, the later onset of activity in the TA as compared to
the cortex region was reproduced as well but also only in HbO
(trace 10). Analysis of further voxels around voxel 10 showed
a clear increase in HbO in a larger region in the TA (data
not shown). Consistently, all hemodynamic changes persisted
longer than EEG activity and neither significant hemodynamic
responses were observed in the contralateral brain hemisphere
nor at locations anterior to the 4-AP injection site (traces 3, 4, 11
and 8, 9 respectively).

Additionally, analysis of the optoacoustic and EEG data for
a control mouse injected with the 4-AP vehicle ACSF showed
neither detectable EEG activity nor hemodynamic changes
over the entire duration of the experiment (Fig. 4).

Finally, in order to recognize 3-D spatiotemporal maps of
the seizure propagation, we performed temporal correlation
between the real-time 3-D hemodynamic optoacoustic responses
and the concurrent EEG readings, according to the processing
pipeline outlined in Sec. 2 and Fig. 1. The estimated seizure-
related maps of hemodynamic activity are presented in

Figs. 5(a)–5(c). Seizure-related hemodynamic changes can be
readily recognized in the proximity of the 4-AP injection site
in the left hemisphere of the parietal-temporal cortex (PC).
Further concomitant neuronal activation occurs in the left frontal
lobe (FL). The strongest activity pattern is detected close to
the surface in the PC but extends into deeper structures within
both the PC and FL. Hemodynamic changes further spread into
the SSS. More importantly, the time to peak analysis [Fig. 5(d)]
reveals a delayed onset of activity inside the TA. In particular,
the activity arises first in the injection site of 4-AP in the boundary
between PC and FL (transverse slices at depths of 0.8, 1.2,
and 1.6 mm) and progresses further into the PC (slices at
0.4 and 0.8 mm depth). Activity inside the TA clearly occurs
past the activity in the cortical regions and can be detected at
depths of up to ∼4.5 mm (slices 4.3 and 4.5 mm) from the brain
surface.

Fig. 4 Single voxel analysis of blood oxygenation in a control mouse
showing typical background neural activity without epileptic seizures.
(a) Maximum intensity projection (MIP) along the depth direction of
HbO distribution in the mouse brain. Analyzed voxels are indicated
and correspond to curves plotted in (d). Colored outlines specify
the location of brain regions (TA, gray: thalamus; PC, purple: parietal
cortex; FL, green: frontal lobe). (b) Coronal MIP view similar to (a).
(c) EEG. (d) Time traces of HbO (in red) and HbR (in blue) in the vox-
els shown in (a) and (b) are plotted. For a detailed description of the
voxel positions, see Fig. 3.

Fig. 5 Intensity plots of the seizure-related hemodynamic activity as
identified by correlating the optoacoustic hemodynamic responses
to the EEG traces. Maximum intensity projection views along the
(a) horizontal, (b) sagittal, and (c) coronal directions of the brain of
the neuronal activity pattern projected onto the corresponding volu-
metric optoacoustic reconstruction are shown. Spatial dimensions
of the thalamus (TA, gray), the frontal lobe (FL, green) as well as
the parietal–temporal cortex (PC, purple) are outlined. The correlation
parameters are: 3 min < τ < 4 min, ϵ ¼ 0.05, α ¼ 0.25 αmax (see
Sec. 2 and Fig. 2 for details). (d) Time to peak analysis of activated
areas in the different transverse slices across the brain—the corre-
sponding slice depth is indicated in (c).
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4 Discussion and Conclusions
Accurate localization of epileptic seizures has great importance
in advancing the understanding of the underlying mechanisms
and hence in the development of antiepileptic therapies. The
seizures frequently originate from oscillatory thalamocortical
interactions that involve millions of neurons inside the thalamic
nuclei and different areas of the sensory cortex.35 In healthy
brains, thalamocortical interactions are responsible for regulat-
ing the flow of information between the TA and cortical brain
regions.36 It was previously assumed that thalamic neurons
change their inherent oscillatory properties in response to depo-
larization associated with different sensory and feedback inputs.
Normally, these oscillations have frequencies of a few Hertz, but
can change during pathological synchronizations in epileptic
seizures.37 However, systematic studies are often hindered by
the fact that the underlying pathologies for focal epilepsy are
distributed throughout different areas of the brain that cannot
be simultaneously visualized with adequate spatiotemporal res-
olution using conventional functional neuroimaging techniques.

Here, we present a new functional neuroimaging framework
based on spatiotemporal correlation of volumetric optoacoustic
hemodynamic responses with the concurrent EEG recordings
and anatomical brain landmarks. The method is demonstrated to
be capable of accurate 3-D mapping of the onset, spread, and
termination of the epileptiform events in 4-AP acute model
of focal epilepsy. Of particular relevance is the deep brain opto-
acoustic imaging capability, which enables mapping the brain
activity in regions inaccessible with high-resolution optical
methods at an unprecedented temporal resolution. The presented
results thus supplement electrophysiology studies of thalamo-
cortical oscillations by providing temporally correlated 3-D
imaging data of hemodynamic changes in the entire brain.

The 4-AP model of focal epilepsy used herein has been
shown to mimic the characteristics of spontaneous chronic
ictal activity in humans.38 Specifically, the intracranial injection
of 4-AP in vivo causes tonic–clonic focal seizures initiated at
the injection location.19 This is in good agreement with our volu-
metric hemodynamic observations as the maximum measured
activity occurred close to the injection spot. On the other
hand, it has been previously reported that epileptic seizures
are accompanied by local changes in oxygenation and cerebral
blood flow at the epileptic focus,39,40 which was further con-
firmed by our results. The observed hemodynamic changes in
4-AP-induced seizures are also in good accordance with laser
Doppler flowmetry and tissue oxygenation studies,20 which
revealed that the decrease in HbR around the main epileptic
focus (i.e., close to the injection site) reflects a high oxygen con-
sumption attributed to an increased seizure-associated neuronal
activity.20 At the same time, the measured changes in total
hemoglobin concentration most likely reflect an increase in
blood flow,20,38 which is consistent with the natural physiologi-
cal response of increased HbO supply into the activated area.

In conclusion, our work is the first to demonstrate entirely
noninvasive real-time visualization of synchronized epileptic
foci in the whole mouse brain, including the neocortex and sub-
cortical structures, which is of key importance for systematic
studies of epileptic seizures. The same methodology is readily
applicable for characterization of different sensory responses
(e.g., due to somatosensory, paw, or whisker stimulations)
and can be further combined with the recently demonstrated
optoacoustic imaging of fast neuronal responses using calcium
indicators,11 thus shedding more light on the mechanisms

of neurovascular coupling and the origins of neurological
disorders.
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